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The crystal structure of a ternary (BarKrNa)-feldsparand its significance
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Abstract
The crystal structure of a monoclinic ternary barium feldspar with the formula
( B a o , r l G r r N a o 2 2 ) ( S i 2 . 8 2 A l r , 3 F e[ a3:o8*.o5r1) 6O(.l ) , b : 1 3 . 0 2 3 ( 2 ) , c : 7 . 2 0 6 ( l ) 4 , B :
115.90(5)',spacegroup A/mlhas beenrefred to R:0.042. The mean T-O distancesare
(T'-O) : 1.665;(Tr-O) : 1.636A,yielding the averageAl contents:4l', : 0.405,Al1, :
0.185.
If the structuralstateof the ternary feldsparis comparedwith thoseof pure potassiumfeldsparsafter normalizing the total Al in the tetrahedralsitesof the former to the sameamount
as that possessed
by the latter, the ternary feldsparhas a disorderedstructuralstatesimilar to
that of Spencer"C". As the investigatedspecimenoccurs in the same metamorphic area
where unmixed barium-rich feldspars have been found, it appears likely that the latter tend
to reach the stateof "maximum possible" order earlier and unmix earlier than the bariumpoor varieties.

Introduction
Though alkali feldspars and plagioclaseshave
been studied intensively,barium feldspars'have not
been subjectedto a similar examination,mainly because of their comparatively rare occurrence.The
only detailed investigation is that of Gay and Roy
(1968),who observedthat barium feldsparsare also
influencedby the order/disorder of the Si/Al atoms,
and that the lattice constants,especially c, behave
similarly to those in other feldspars. Viswanathan
(1978)and Viswanathanand Brandt (1978)showed
that the barium feldsparsfrom the highly metamorphosed manganeseore deposit of Otjosondu, Namibia, contain two interesting types: (l) barium-rich
feldspars,which have unmixed into an almost pure
celsian and a hyalophane of approximate composition OrrrCn*Abo(wtEo\ and (2) ternary barium feldspars which contain, besideshigh Or contents, as
much as 20Vo(wtVo)Ab molecule.
Single-crystalstudiesof the ternary feldspar were
undertakenfor the following reasons:
(l) Homogeneous,natural ternary feldsparshave not
beenobservedin the correspondingplagioclaseseries
I The term "Ba-feldspars" has been used in this paper to
designateall Ba-K-feldsparswith or without sodium.
0003-004x/80/0506-0472$02.00

and hencethe barium analogsshould provide useful
information regardingthe distribution of the Al and
Si atomsin the different tetrahedralpositionsof such
Al-rich feldspars.
(2) The influenceof different parameterson the average(Si,Al)-O bond length5in alen6slinic potassiumrich feldsparshas been investigatedearlier (Phillips
and Ribbe, 1973a).A structural investigationof Alrich barium feldsparsshould reveal how far the results obtained with potassium feldspars are applicable to them.
Experimentaland results
A typical feature of most barium feldsparsfrom
Otjosondu is that the cleavages,including (001), are
usually not well developed.As a result the shapeof
the crystal used only approximatesthat of a parallelepiped(-0.06 x 0.14 x 0.28mm). Precession
and
Weissenbergphotographs of this crystal confirmed
the absenceof unmixed albite, though thin sections
of bigger crystalsshowedoccasionalalbite lamellae.
Moreover, D-split reflections were not observed in
spite of long exposures(maximtm =72 hours).
Hence the spacegroup was determinedas C2/m.
The chemical composition was determined on
larger crystals with an electron microprobe. The
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specimens were homogeneous except for occasional
albite lamellae. The calculated formula is
(Bao,nKorrNao12)
(Sir8rAl,,.Fe'oir)O* and is based on
the average ofsix analyses carried out at six different
points on a large single crystal. No attempt was made
to determine the trace elements such as Sr, Rb, etc.
The lattice constants determined with a Guinier
powder pattern are as follows: a : 8.516(l), b :
13.023(2),c :7.206(l)A and f : I15.90(5)".The intensity data were collected on a Stoe 4-circle automatic single-crystal diffractometer with MoKa radiation and a graphite monochromator. Altogether 2812
reflections were measured in t}ire 20 range 0-65o,
which were then reduced to 1346 independent reflections. The data were corrected for Lorentz, polaization, and absorption effects @ : 24.4). Atomic scattering factors given for neutral atoms in the
international tables and anomalous scattering factors
given by Cromer and Liberman (1970) were used
while refining with an oRFLs program' (Busing el
al.,1962). At the beginning of the refinement a completely disordered arrangement of Al and Si atoms in
the tetrahedral positions was assumed. Subsequently
the values in T, and T, sites were calculated on the
basis ofthe average T-O bond lengths. Isotropic and
anisotropic refinements were carried out using 1346
reflections which included the unobserved ones.3The
final residuals arrived at, using the isotropic and anisotropic temperature factors, were 0.066 and 0.042
respectively. Only unit weights were used throughout
the refinement. The atomic coordinates (Table l) and
the important bond lengths and interatomic angles
(Table 2) were taken from the anisotropic refinements. The temperature factors and the r.m.s. equivalents are listed in Table 3.
The specimen was then ion-exchanged in KCI melt
at 900oC. This exchange involved replacing sodium
in the structure by potassium without disturbing the
AllSi distribution in the tetrahedral framework.
Discussion
Colville and Ribbe (1968) determined the structures of two potassium feldspars, Spencer "B" and
Spencer "C", which show different structural states.
2 Fe3* was included with
Al3* during the refinement of the
structure, ,.e. total Al : Ll8 in T sites.
3 To receive a copy of the observed
and calculated structure
factors, order Document AM-80-132 from the Business Ofrce,
Mineralogical Society of America, 2000 Florida Avenue, N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20009. Please remit $1.00 in advance for the
microfiche.
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As the observed atomic parameters and interatomic
distances of the ternary Ba-feldspars are very similar
to those of Spencer "C" the relevant parameters of
the latter are also included in all the tables for a comparison. A perusal of the atomic coordinates reveals
relatively large movements of oxygen atoms O^(2).
This results in the comparatively short (K,Na,Ba)-O
bond of 2.647A. All the other (K,Na,Ba)-O bonds
are comparable to those of Spencer "C". The average
(K,Na,Ba)-O distance of 2.9394, calculated assuming a coordination number of hine for (K,Na,Ba), appears to be in accordance with the average occupancy of the respective site.
The average T-O and O-O distances of the T, and
T, tetrahedra reflect the average size of the tetrahedral ion occupying the respective sites. The average
Al content of the tetrahedra has been calculated on
the basis ofthe differences ofthe average T-O bond
lengths from the formulae of Ribbe (1975, p. R22).
The temperature factors of the ternary feldspars
(Table 3) are distinctly larger than those of Spencer
"B" and are comparable to those of Spencer "Q"-a
fact which is in tune with its disordered state.
Conclusions
Viswanathan and Brandt (1978) plotted the c parameter of many barium feldspars and their K-exchanged equivalents against their volume. The figure
is reproduced here in a modified form (Fig. l). The
investigated ternary feldspar falls between the plots
of Spencer "B" and Spencer "C", which suggeststhe
likelihood of its being disordered, and is now confirmed by the structure determination.
It is interesting to compare AllSi distributions
with those of both the monoclinic potassium feldspars (Table 4). Order/disorder is judged from the
relative distributions of Si/Al atoms in diferent tetrahedral positions and not from their absolute values.
Hence the total Al in the tetrahedral sites should be
normalized to the same amount as that possessedby
one of the end members (Table 5), in order to make
the comparison of the structural states of feldspars
with different Al contents easier and meaningful. It
must, however, be admitted that this type of normalization does not accurately model the physical reality
of somewhat ordered feldspars of intermediate composition (Al:Si between I :3 and 2:2), especially of
those showing ditruse or well-defined D-split reflections.
The specimen studied corresponds to Spencer "C"
in its structural state, though it falls nearer to "B" in
the c-V plot (Fig. l). This should not be surprising
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Table l. Fractional atomic coordinatesofternary barium feldsparand Spenc€r"C"
Barium feldspar

0
.6273$)a
.8260(3)
.0108(3)
.1841(3)
. 0 0 8 7( 1)
.7046(1)
.2825(1)

a

rA?q/?\

.3101(2)
.1254(2)
.1831(1)
.1175(l)
0

. 14 5 9( 8 )
0
. 14 7 0( 7 )
. 3 10 6 ( 5 )

0
.5345(11)
.8280(7)
. 0 3 4 9( 5 )
.1815(5)
.0095(3)
.7089e)
. 2 8 3 8( 3)

0
. 2 B 6 r( r4 )
.227
o( 3 )

0

,z)ollt)

.4045(3)
.22/{0(1)
. 3 4 4 5 ( )1
.1345(1)

rrER/E\

.1844(2)
. 11 7 8 ( 2 )
0

0
(I3)
.2851
.2282(9)
. 2 6 0 7( 9 )
.4065(7)
.2239(3)
. 3 4 4 3( 3 )
. 13 73 ( \ )

Standarderrors X10-4, are in parentheses

becausethe changesin the lattice parameterc are effected by different causes:
(l) The changein c (Ac : 0.0064) as the composition
varies from the KCl-exchanged Ba-feldspar (Ba +
KCI) to the original sample (Ba) is causedonly by
ionic substitution.
(2) The changein c (Ac : 0.0344) as one goesfrom
Ba + KCI to Spencer"C" is producedby the coupled
substitution BaAl + KSi under monoclinic symme-

try. That this line runs approximatelyparallel to that
of monoclinic, disordered(synthetic)Ba-K feldspars
(shown as black squaresin Fig. l) suggeststhat the
trend is plausible.
Note that the investigatedspecimen"Ba", after a
cationic exchangereaction with KCI melt, plots near
the boundary line for Ba-K feldsparswith maxirnum
possibleorder [this boundary line has beendrawn on
the reasonableassumption that the Ba-poor end

Table 2. Interatomic distances(A) and angles(degrees).Estimatedstandardcrrors are in bracketsand refer to th€ last decimal place
Barium feldspar

r 1 - o A (I )

r.568(r)"
1.653(2)

L554(4)
1 . 6 4 1( 5 )
1 . 5 6 i( 7 )
1 666(5)

1.670(2\
1 670(2)

:- cD

r.oo)

Tr-0^(2)

1.6\6(2)
1. 6 2 9 ( 2 )
1 . 6 3 1( ? \
1 . 6 3 1( z )
r.o)o

1 628

K-o^(r)

2.856(2\
2 . 6 \ 1Q \
2 995(2\
3.119t2)
2 .93012)

2.893(7)
2 . 7 1 1( 9 )
3.0\5(7)
3.129(6)
2.9\5(7)

-D

T-0-T

angles

T,-0^(|)-T,

r l - o T ( 2-)r .

ti-:i-l'
t l -ua-

t,

ri-0;-r;
Hean T-0-T

a

Estimated

Ba-Fs

0-T-0

1/r3.4(3)
136.8(2)
1 5 22 ( 1 )
130.9(1)
rqr.0(2)

r44.8(7)
137.8(5)
153.3(4)
13r.1(4)
14 1. 6 ( 4 )

r4 0 . 9

1 \ 1. 7

standard

errors

0';(1)-0:

lli:1,

are

in

brackets

Spencer C

2.6\\(2\
2.795t3)
2.6\9Q\
2 7 \ 7( 3 )
2.752\2)
2 . 7 2 2( \ )

2.6\2(6)
2.77\(11)

2.718

2.703

2.666(3)
2.58U(3)
2.661
\3\
2 . 6 8 71 2 )
2.70213)
2 . 715 \ 3 )

2.574(10)
2.586(7t
2.548(8)
2 671(8\
2.618(8t
2.685(7)

2 669

2.558

z -o))\> l

2.712(10)
2.7i5(7)
2.700t7)

'l;il;;"

1 . 5 4 r( 3 )
1 . 6 2 0( 5 )
1 . 6 3 1( 5 )
1 . 6 2 1( 5 )

MeanT2-0

-ol(2)

3llil-3:
;3-;3

MeanTj -0

-a
'D

Barium feldspar

Spencer C

o: (2) -o:'
ol-0.

oi-ol

."T::;":;3"
angles

3l[]i-''-3: rrr 010 515 o.. (57i(()j1))
llttr 3:

3:3i
and refer

to

0-T-0

Ba-Fs

the

r11.5(1)
r11.8(l)
r09.2(r)

r06 6(3)
113.6(4)
106.2(l)
110.4(4)
rir.5(i)
108.5(3)

r09.5

109.5

last

olace

decimal

angles

0 ^ ( 2) - T r - 0 o

ol(2)
o:(2)

'oi
ol

s:si
o;

0;

Ba-Fs

r 0 9 . 0 )( r

Spencer 'C'

rr o . 2 ( 5 )

104.2(1)
108.3(r)
rr.o(r)
11r.7(r)
1r2.4(r)

104.4(4)
108.5(4)
1r0.8(q)
1il.r{(3)
1il.3(3)

109.4

109.4
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Table 3. Temperaturefactorsand r.m.s.displacements

Barium feldspar

r.m.s. displacerent (8)

lsotropic

Anisotropic

(x lo4)

B( 8 2 )
l.80(6)
L 8 0( 6 )
2.08(5)
1 . 7 1( 5 )
1.70(5)
0.95(2)
0.95Q)
1.94(2)

88
tt2

139

A?

179

95
96
59
70
99

143
107
100

I to

lJb

to/

267
2\r
27\
2\o
218
189
18 6
230
5penceI

L8(1)
1.8(2)
2. 2 ( 1 )
1.7(1)
1. 6 ( 1 )
0 . 9 1( 3 )
0.80(3)
z,zt\o)
a Anisotropic

1?q

r04
12\
lll
121

1?O
1?q
1qq

134
137

XE

83
138

temperature factors

for

91
1t5
Soencer '8,

{",.)n;'"*e-1g*

23(2)
15(1)
3 7( 1 )
2 2 ( 1)
24(1)
i4(o)
12(o)
33(1)

94(5)
109(5)
| 2 0( 5 )

o
o
-6(2)

41(1)
52(1)
il4(r)

-5(l)
0(0)
0

r o o( 4 )
72(\)

-sQ)
- 3( 2 )

55(5)
29(5)
6 4( 3 )
38(3)
23(3)
27(1)
24(l)
3 l( 1 )

0
0
o(2)
-5(2)
4(2)
-3(o)
1(l)
0

L'

160
170
173
1r{g
156
106
98
176
are not avai lable.

member of the unmixed specimen (Viswanathan,
1978)representsa Ba-feldsparwith maximum possible orderl. As the AllSi distribution in the feldspar
framework is not disturbed during the ion exchange
process,this observationleadsto the conclusionthat
the "maximum possibleorder" for Ba-rich feldspars
probably representsonly a particular disordereddistribution of Al and Si atoms dependingupon the Al

*

107(5)
93(5)
8 9( 3 )
8l(3)
8 5( 3 )
55(r)
52(1)
57(1)

.

Fig. l. Variation of the lattice parameter c of barium feldspars
with volume (c = l4A has been assumed for all feldspars with
spac.e grotp A/m).
+
: Natural barium feldspars from Otjosondu, Namibia;
O
: Na/K exchanged barium feldspar (Ba + KCI);
: Natural feldspars of Gay and Roy (1968);
O
: Natural feldspars of Gay and Roy (1968) for which the
O
Iattice constants were again determined by the authors;
I
: Synthetic feldspars of Gay and Roy (1968);
A
: Monoclinic potassium feldspars (Colville and Ribbe, 1968);
Ba : Barium feldspar under investigation.

content-a result which has already been noted in
plagioclase feldspars (Viswanathan, 1972; Ribbe,
1975,p. R29, R30). The very fact that the investigated specimen and a more Ba-rich but unmixed
feldsparoccur in the samemetamorphicregion probably means that the Ba-rich feldspars become unstable even at a relatively higher disorderedstate as
comparedto the Ba-pooreronesand hencethey start
unmixing somewhat earlier. Apparently a relationship existsbetweenthis observationand the resultsof
Eberhard (1967),who by studying the ratesofordering in Ano, An,o, and Anro inferred that the ability to
order declines with increasing anorthite content.
With our presentknowledgethe sameresult can be
interpreted to mean that becausethe maximum possible order for An-rich feldsparscorrespondsto relatively higher disordered states,they tend to reach
their stateof maximum possibleorder comparatively
soonerthan the An-poor onesand henceare unable
to order further without unmixing. This interpretation is probably applicableto Ba-feldsparsalso,
in which the unmixing is likely to take place more
Table 4. AllSi distributions in barium feldsparand Spencer"C"
So e c i m e n
Spencer

I

I'B'l

SpencerrrC'l
Ternary

Ba-fe I dspar

Ternary

8a-feldspar

(8a)

0.39
0.35
0.405
0.341"

o.1r
0 .1 5
o r85
0.r56*

* T o t a l A l n o r m a li z e d
to 1.0 see "conclusionsr'

At

ln

t-srfes

L0
1.0
l.r8
I.o*
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rapidly becauseof the difference in the size of the
bigger cations.
It is relevantperhapsto point out what is meant by
"relatively higher disorderedstate." Hereby only one
ordering scheme,the "microcline ordering" scheme,
is consideredfor the whole serieswith c repeat distance of -7 A and only the relative distributions of
Allsi atoms, obtained using the normalization
method, are compared.According to this schemeit is
possibleto define Ba-feldsparswith di-fferentAl contents but with "similar" structural states.It must be
admitted that the term "similar" structural stateconsidersonly structural detailsand should not be correlated to any particular temperatureand pressureconditions, which can be entirely different for the
different feldspars.It must be alsonoted that "similar
structural state" must be distinguishedfrom "same"
or "identical" structural states,which ion-exchanged
feldsparsare supposedto possess.
In order to testthe applicability of the equationsof
Phillips and Ribbe (1973a),the T-O bond lengthsof
the ternary feldsparwere calculatedusing their coefficients. The values calculated for T,-Oo(l), T,-O",
T,-O., and T,-Oo are 1.665,1.659,1.669,and
1.6664respectively,whereasthosecalculatedfor TrO" (2), Tr-O", Tr-O., and Tr-Oo are 1.643,1.622,
1.632, and 1.6294 respectively.A comparison with
the observedbond lengths (Table 2) revealsthat the
agreementis good in the caseof five T-O bonds,but
the three others show fairly large discrepancies.
There is a slight improvement in thesevalues if the
inductive effecton the T-O bond of the divalent cation is also considered,as done by Phillips and Ribbe
(1973b)for sodicplagioclasefeldspars.No attempt is
made to carry out a regressionanalysisfor the eight
T-O bonds of the barium feldsparas we feel the data
are too scantyto draw significant conclusions.
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